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Air Land Surveys, originally of Clarkston, Michigan had
been flying a steady course since it began in 1967. With
11 employees, it was slowly growing, envisioning that it
would one day become a large firm. In 2003, that vision
became a reality. The company was purchased by Rowe
Incorporated, boosting the combined staff to more than
150 employees. An enthusiastic company atmosphere has
continued since the merger as Air Land Surveys is now
able to provide engineering, surveying, planning, land-
scape architecture as well as aerial imaging and mapping
services to a broad range of customers.

The company adopted the motto “From Vision to Reality,”
striving to deliver the exact product that customers envi-
sion at the time of project inception.

Quality Equipment for Quality Results
To deliver top-quality projects, Air Land Surveys uses top-
quality equipment. The company’s Cessna 310 twin-

engine aircraft is kept in a hanger attached to its office at
Bishop International Airport in Flint, Michigan. The 
company also owns the only commercially available Leica
RC-30 camera in the state of Michigan, which gives it an
edge over the competition. 

Clients include aggregate producers throughout the
Midwest that use aerial surveys to examine earth quanti-
ties, and energy companies that depend on aerial images
to monitor coal inventories and landfill activities.

Most of the aerial mapping projects that Air Land Surveys
provides require site engineering and design. For these,
the crew relies on Agfa film to provide the sharpness and
clarity they need to ensure project accuracy.  Greg Lemke,
project manager for all of the mapping operations at Air
Land Surveys, says Agfa’s Aviphot X-100 film is used over
other brands at the clients’ request.

Taking Projects from Vision to Reality
Air Land Surveys Goes the Distance for Customers

The Air Land Surveys Team (L to R) Janet Henney, Mike
Stonerock, Ginny Rice, Ken Mickey, Jason Heywood, Greg
Lemke, Prince Tetteh, Ghaleb Zahr.
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There may be two sides to every story, but just how many sides
comprise an image? At Aerial Data Service, Inc. (ADS) based in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, the latest technology lets clients view proj-
ects from many different angles. Using the most advanced data
capture techniques, including film/analogue stereo plotting,
digital mapping and even the latest 3-D mapping technology,
ADS captures crucial data for their extensive mapping projects.

ADS president, Regina Carter, has been with the company since
1974, supporting cutting-edge technology and fostering com-
pany growth to 34 employees in two offices—Tulsa, Oklahoma
and Austin, Texas. The company produces more than 400 proj-
ects a year. It offers full-service flight operations and houses a
fully equipped photo lab, survey crews and a photogrammetric
department.

ADS Flies with Agfa Film 
ADS supplies traditional mapping and surveying, topographic
and digital mapping for a variety of clients. Among them: state
and federal transportation and land planning departments, the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and private contractors. ADS was
quick to use airborne GPS when it came to market 12 years
ago. Since then, the company has made investments in tech-
nology to expand its roster of services. However, vice president,
Eric White says that while newer digital technologies have
their strengths, film still plays an important and irreplaceable
role in aerial surveying.

“ADS is closely following the developments in digital aerial
cameras.  However, due to smaller coverage area and tremen-
dous capital investment, we feel film technology gives us and
our customers the best bang for the buck. We have 12 analyti-
cal and 8 softcopy stereoplotters.  We have found that for
many jobs, film used with either type of stereoplotter quickly
produces accurate and dependable results,” explained White.

Agfa X-100 and Pan 80 & 200 films provide high quality
results for ADS clients. White is also appreciative of the service
and support that Agfa has provided.

“Our sales rep Earl Bechtel is always there for us. He has even
gone so far as to help set-up our new Agfa chemistry and opti-
mize our photo lab,” he added.

From All Angles—3-D City Mapping Technology
One of newest technologies ADS is preparing to use is a three-
dimensional city modeling program. It provides 3-D imagery
and mathematical data for the most precise views available.

To create the 3-D image, aerial imagery is combined with
ground-based photos taken from a ground-based laser scanner.
Features are scanned using a Leica HDS3000 3-D laser scanner
and loaded into a specialized software program which com-
bines the data on-screen. The program lets users manipulate
and rotate images to see them from many angles.

Seeing All Dimensions
ADS Combines Stereo Plotting, Digital Mapping and 3-D City
Mapping for State-of-the-Art Views

ADS provides full-service flight operations for clients.

ADS technology combines air and ground images for a 3-D view of Tulsa, OK.



Air Land Surveys (continued from cover)

“Several customers we service prefer Agfa film for digital
orthophotos,” Lemke said. “We’ve also done our own compar-
isons, and consistently find the color and sharpness of the Agfa
product to be excellent.”

Unique Projects at Home and Abroad
Air Land Surveys clients are as far-reaching as its capabilities.
Automotive companies in Michigan use Air Land Surveys’ pic-
tures for facilities management purposes throughout the state
and across the country.

The crew provides a unique, custom service for these clients by
creating rooftop GIS systems that combine aerial images and
digital mapping of the building and surrounding campus areas. 

The digital output is combined with the automotive companies’
own data so they can keep track of property and assets. 

Customers from around the globe have requested Air Land
Surveys work, including one from a New Zealand firm, who
requested photo-acquisition of about fifteen PGA golf courses
prior to tournaments. Agfa film was instrumental in producing
digital orthophoto imagery of the courses, located from
Southern California to Florida. 

“After the film was processed, digital orthophotos were manip-
ulated to make them look like low oblique helicopter views
and were aired during television coverage of each tournament,
exactly as our client had envisioned when he assigned us the 
project,” Lemke said.

A Vision for the Future
If the past is any indicator of future success, Air Land Surveys
has good things in sight. Its dedication to customer satisfaction
coupled with vast capabilities, make this company the picture
of a successful future.

More information at www.airlandsurveys.com

3-D City Mapping is useful for architects,  civil engineers and
historians who need to make crucial decisions about building
structures, but cannot get accurate information from aerial pic-
tures because of city density. Combined images and mathemat-
ical data provide extremely accurate calculations. 

Leveraging Equipment and Technology for the Future
The ADS crew flies a Cessna 310 plane and takes pictures with
a Zeiss RMK TOP 15 aerial camera equipped with an Applanix
POS/AV 510 Inertial Measuring Unit. Airborne GPS and Track
Air flight management technology help guide the way.

“Our flight crews provide the initial 
knowledge and expertise that get
each project off the ground,” White
said. “Pilots Ron Rinas and Carlyle 
Witherell have the in-flight experience
it takes to deliver professional
results.”

The ADS flight crew and administra-
tion work together every day, leverag-
ing all of their resources to ensure
that clients get the most accurate 
mapping projects in the field. 

More information at www.aerialdata.com.

Ground images give depth
to 3-D projects.

Bird’s-eye-view of Crater Lake.
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Question: Since the recent announcement of Agfa’s
divestiture of Consumer Imaging, what is Agfa’s posi-
tion on the support of aerial film in the future?

Answer: The divestiture of Agfa’s Consumer Imaging business,
a wholly separate entity from Industrial Imaging, has no effect
on Industrial Imaging now or in the future. The consumer imag-
ing business was bought out by its employees and venture capi-
tal investment firms, and now runs separately as a new 
company, AgfaPhoto. 

Industrial Imaging Systems is responsible for the aerial film
market. It is part of Graphic Systems, the largest business group
of Agfa Corporation, which stands committed to the support and
sale of aerial film, along with continued new product develop-
ment and R&D.

Agfa’s dedication to aerial imaging was emphasized during the
recent Aerial Customer Seminar in Mortsel, Belgium.  The semi-
nar provided presentations on all aspects of aerial imaging, both
analog and digital.  Film, scanning and imaging software tech-
nology was presented in-depth with live demonstrations.  

Agfa is convinced that all pros and cons of analog and digital
imaging technologies for aerial imaging methods must be 

completely understood before choices are made.  It is impor-
tant that every aerial company fully comprehend the features
and benefits of both systems to be able to decide which
method will provide the best results from a quality and an 
economic position.

Industrial digital imaging is vastly different from consumer 
digital imaging.  Digital imaging technology in the aerial mar-
ket is in its infancy, with many diverse approaches. It can be
compared to the early days of automobile technology, when
every inventor had his own idea of how a car should be
designed and built. No standards for quality or safety existed.
The same is true for digital imaging in the aerial photography
business. Standards and specifications don’t yet exist by which
the quality of the work can be fairly measured and compared. 

On the other hand, quality standards have long been estab-
lished for the analog imaging systems presently in use. There is
no reason to throw the most reliable methods away while digi-
tal imaging technology is still evolving.  Either method of
image capture, analog or digital, is able to produce a digital
file to deliver to your customer. It is up to you and your 
company to make sound decisions with respect to image cap-
ture, and be able to educate your customers on the best
method to fulfill their requirements.  

Agfa’s Industrial Imaging Team has always believed in and sup-
ported knowledge and education as the best methods in choos-
ing the right technology. Through the efforts of our technical
sales team and our highly supportive group in Belgium, we will
continue to support you with traditional films and new 
technologies for many years to come.


